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FUEL MA.NAGEMENT IN LARGE PRESSURIZED WATER REACTORS 

INTRODUCTION 

In a very large reactor. su.ch as a .1000 electrical megswa.tt pressuriz.ed 

water reactor, * the annual costs assoc].ated .with the fuel cycle may be of the order 

of 13 millio:1 dollars. Since any improveme~t in fuel m.anageme:o!t which wolJ.ld 

reduce the costs by 1% would resi!j!}t ill an anD"I.ll.al savfug of $130~ 000~ it ii.s evii.dent 

th2lt one c&"l. afford to spend an appreciiable 'sum of money to optimize the fuel 

numagemen.t tec:Piniques in these lar,ge ::reacto:rs. 

Any fuel manageme:r~t study mlllst begin by specifying grou.nd !"des ·u:rl!.de::r 

which the plant lis designed to ope:rate. Both economic a..nd operational ground 

rules must be considered. They must lbrllclude sul[;:h things as cost of money for 

both fissionable and fertile fuel inve:n.tory alOld fuel assembly inventory, size of 

plant, plant load factors, desired r"efuc:lHng schedule, an~ mode of operation, i.e. 

base load or peaking. Sli.nce the W'a.ys :iin wl>,.ich these ground rules affect co:re 

design ar·e rather obvious, they will only be summarized here in order that their 

existence is r-ecognized. We will then consider a few. examples showing the 

approach to typical fuel management problems. Finally, we will discuss the 

problems associated with in-core fuel managemr.m:t and evaluate the merits of 

various fuel cycling methods in large pressurized water reactors. 

EFFECT OF GROUND RULES 

A. Cost of Money 

H the cost of money is high~ it is desirable to design a core with 

. higher specific power (Kw/Kg of .fuel) to minimize the fuel inventory. This 

results in a higher fabrication cost per unit of fuel since the heat transfer 

surface area must be. the same in the smaller core, or other compensating 

Much of the work reported here.for very large reactors was developed during the 
study of a 1000 MWe Pressurized Water Reactor, the study was sponsored jointly 
by the Atomic Energy Commi~sion and Westinghouse (Contract AT(3Q-1)-3070.) 
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B. 

adjustments such as increasing coolant flow rate must be made. Since 

increasing specific power increases fuel fabrication costs, an optimum 

design exists between the increasing fabrication cost and the decreasing 

inventory costs. 

Size of Plant 

The size of plant can have a significant effect on the fuel manage

ment procedures used. For a small plant the savings in fuel cost of 

multi-region cycling over that of non-cycled operation may not be enough 

. to justify the extra shutdowns for refueling and the increased unit cost of 

fa~ricating and reprocessing smaller batches. The effect of batch size 

on unit cost of reprocessing can he seen by reference to Table!. In fact, 

when reprocessing batches are small, it frequently pays to accumulate 

several batches for reprocessing at one time .. This, of course, increases 

the cost of fuel inventory an.d its practicality depends on t~e cost of money 

since it would be much more practical for a public utility with low interest. 

cost to accumulate several batches of fuel for reprocessing thanfor a 

private utility with higher interest costs. 

C. Plant Capacity Factor 

The plant capacity factor will become an increasingly important 

consideration·. The early nuclear plants are the lowest incremental cost 

plants on the utility grid. For this reason they are ordinarily base loaded . 

In. the future, however, as more nuclear plants are added to the utility 

system gli."ids, the designs will neeq to take into account the fact that a 

lower overall plant capacity factor will naturally occur. At lower capacity 

: fac.tors the cost attributed to fuel inventory increases and becomes a 

larger fraction of total fuel cost. At the very low capacity factors of 

peaking plants the fuel inventory can be~ome over one half of the total fuel 

cost.. In cases such as these the fuel inventory would be held to a minimum 

by decreasing core size as much as possible. Though unit fabrication 

costs and reprocessing costs might suffer somewhat, the change in design 

might be 'Nar:ra:::.t·:··d. The effect of plant capacity factor should also be 

considered in the purchase of present plants. The core initially optimized 

for ~ high capacity factor would not be expected to be optimum over the 

life of the plant when in. later years it operates with lower capacity factors. 

2 



"·, TABLE I 

FUEL REPROCESSING COSTS 

._, 

'Q 
Reprocessing Cost 

I $/Kg u 
Batch ... 

... 
Size USAEC Nuclear Fuel 

. KO' 
n u Services 

i 1, 000 54.00 

2,000 36. 00 . . ·I ,, 
·- 3,000 36.00 

·:; 

5,000 36.00 

8,000 36.00 47. 00 
L •• ' 

'· 10,000 32.40 42.30 

.. 15,000 27.60 36. 00 . i 
20,000 25.20 . 32.90 

24,000 24.00 31.40 

30,000 22.80 31.40 

i . 

· ·. ·.·Note: Based on.lOOO Kg U per .day throughput rate • 

... · 

·,.·t .• ·• 

s ' o z; S .; . ~ .}• F ; . t "·' • 
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For this reason a plant which can incorporate smaller future cores, which 

would be more nearly optimum at lower capacity factors, should be given 

extra consideration in the evaluation of a plant 'proposal. In addition to 

decreasing core size9 fissionable material inventory can be reduced in 

thermal reactors by increasing the moderator to fuel ratio in under 

moderated cores. This reduces the conversion ratio but is economically 

justified in plapts of lower capacity factors. 

D. , Refueling Schedule 

E. 

The desired refueling schedule also will affect fuel management. By 

proper loading of fuel and pre-planned operating schedules it will be 

possible to arrange refu.,3Hngs so that they occur between periods of peak 

electrical load. This may mean that successive refueling batches will be 

of different sizes or different enrichments depending upon the particular core 

de,sign. 

Mode of Operation 

It has been common practice to rate the core burnup on the basis of 

, full power capacity with equihbrium fission product poisons. Experience 

at the Yankee Atomic Electric Co. plant, however, has demonstrated that 

there are situations where it is economically fea~ible to extend,the core 

burnup beyond the point at which full rated power can be maintained under 

equilibrium conditions. Each individual utility must decide whether this 

action is desirable based upon the incremental decrease in fuel costs for 

extended burnups at reduced power levels versus the incremental increase 

, in other·system operating costs which must supply the replacement power. 

These factors will vary not only from utility to utility but also as a 

function of time of year, since replacement power costs vary seasonably. 

A corollary of this approach is the consideration of operating the 

nuclear plant as a peaking plant after it can no ,longer operate at full load 

continuously. Due to the xenon decay period, a nuclear plant operating 

on a 24 hour cycle can operate at full load during peak daily 'load periods 

and by tapering off to a lower load each night can maintain the daily 

capacity to meet full power requirements long after it .could no longer do 

so on a steady state ba,sis. This feature will be very useful in the future 

4 
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when nuclear plants must also be used in a peaking type of operation. · 

EXAMPLES OF FUEL MANAGEMENT DECISIONS 

With this brief review of ground rules and their effect on fuel management, 

we will consider a few of-the problems in.n::.ore detail, emphasizing those areas 

which are often neglected in simple analyses. 

A~ Number of Cycles 

One typical problem. that faces the operator of a reactor is the 

de~ision .on_ the fraction of core :replacement at each refue-ling. .In_ small 

reactors.wherc the unit costs of fuel fa.bricattion and reprocessing vary 

With batch size, the nuclear adv-:11.ntages of _fuel cycHng may be offset by 

the· increase in these costs. HowevEnr~ ].n la.rger reactors where the batch 

sizes are already large w:htether each batch Jfep:r.esents, for instance, 

one-third or one ...:fourth- o-f ~ core9 the unit costs of fuel fabrlcation and 

reprocessing are nea1dy constant .. _~In.the 1000 _MWe PWR, one-fourth of 

the core i.s approximately 30, 000 Kg. )J · __ lin. cases such 21.s these, it is 

important to consider detaHs suwh as vari21ti.ons in plant availability in 

determining the optim.u.m size of :rr:·e:f.ucling batches. 

As an examplep Ret iJI.s compare a thre.e cycle core to a four cycle 

core for a.lOOO MW electric power plant. :llf eq\\lla1 plant capacity factors 

are assumed, a simple fuel cost ca1cwation ind:i.cates -that the four region

four cycle core has a.n adw.Illtage of o~ 04 mHRs per _:KWhr. However, this 

.is not realisUc since tb.e four region cor.·e woadd require more downtime 

for refueling. and the perm1ty .for this mll.l.st be considered. To be_justified 

_economically with Us :lligher capUali costsp the nucll!32l.r pl~nt must .b.tave an 

operating cost less than that o:f conventional .r<epl3;cement pm1-rer. Let u,s 

assume that the d.ifferential in incrQ'.lment'Bl.l operating costs between 

conventional replac~Jm.ent power ;t!.n.d the 1000 ·MWe nuclear plant is two 

miHs per ~r. This figure would vary of course from system to system. 

Be that as_it mayp it :i.s worth while to determine the average yearly cost 

of extra downtime for the four cycle core as compared ~o the three cycle 
- - . 

core. For a 1000-- MW· electric plant a simplified fo~'' of the analysis 

would be as foHows: 

., ·, _{miL~ 



TABLE II 

COMPARISON OF POWER COST WITH THREE AND FOUR CYCLE CORES 
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Based on this analysis and the set of assumptions used, it would be 

a marginal decision as to which type of cycling scheme should be selected; 

therefore, a decision might be made from other considerations. Changes 

in the cost of replacement power, however, could make the decision much 

easier, one way or the other. 

B. Effect of Cost of Money on Core Qptimization 

When evaluating the actual fuel cost of a nuclear plant, the effect 

of the cost of money o.ften. has been ignored. Figure 1 shows the time 

schedule associated with a typical fuel element from the beginning of 

:fabrication to the end of reprocessing, The time at whtch each expense 

is due is noted as wen as the time during wl:).ich revenue i.s received. To 

be properly considered, each expense must be weighted by a factor 

accounting for the cost of money and the time at which the expense occurs. 

For-._iinstance, e.1q)enses occurring prior to core operation must be 

increased by an amount reflecting tb.e interest cl>.arges from the time the 

payment is due to the time revenue is received from the operation. of the 

core. On the other hand, the effective post operation expenses are 

reduced, since operating revenue is received prior to the. expense and the 

revenue can earn interest in. the interim. For the purpose of this paper? 

we wiH assume that the cost of mon•ey is either four or eight per ceD.t 

(fuel use crill.rge is assumed constant. at 4. 75 per cent}; that all revenue 

from operation of the core is received at the mid point in core life {the 

average. of a straight Hne payment schedule}; and that all payments and 

credj_ts are made at the mid point in core life. Then? by standard 

accounting procedures, we can determine the various components of the 

fuel cost as normalized to the mid point of core life. In Table Ill, the 

results of thi.s procedure are compa.red to the case in. wr..ich interest is 

neglected. 

It is evident from Table HI that this procedure tends to emphasize 

fabrication costs (which occur before revenue is received} and 

de-emphasizes reprocessing costs and plutonium credit (which occur after 

operating revenue is received}. It is this normalized procedure which 

should be used to determine the real worth of each item in the fuel cost 

when optimizing the core. 

7 
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Having considered some of the external factors which affect fuel 

management decisions~ we turn now t.o the problems of in-core fuel 

management, where decisions must be based largely pn physics considera

tions. 

IV. IN-CORE FUEL MANAGEMENT 

. The objective of any in-core fuel management program for a power reactor 

is to find a method of loading the core which :results in a combination of good fuel 

costs~ good power distributions 9 and acceptable refueling times. The .fuel cost 

can be reduced if the discharge burnup for a given feed enrichment can be 

extended; or conversely, if the feed enrichment for a given discr.arge burnup can 

be reduced. This leads to fuel cycling techniques, which can readily extend the 

discharge burnu.p by 50% or more compared to the single batch loading. The core 

power distribution determines the hot channel factors~ which directly affect the 

plant costs. Consequently, the power distribution must be an important 

consideration in .. the selection of a fuel management tech..11ique. The refueling 

time reduces the time for power generation and, hence, the plant load factor. 

Obviously, this affects the capital cost as well as the fuel cost, through the fuel 

use charge. 

The various fuel management objectives are inter-related and it is 

imperative that the combination be optimized rather than the individual objectives. 

For example~ it is found that maximum bu::rnups for a given feed enrichment are 

obtai.ned for fuel arrangements which lead to very poor power distl'ibu.tions. Also, 

bu:rnups can. be extended by using a large number of cycles - at t.he expense of 
. r 

frequent shutdowns and a :reduction in th.e plant capacity factor. The relative 

importance given to each of the fuel mav.:.igement objectives is determined by the 

requirements a:n.d ground rules of the individual customer, as discussed earlier. 

lin going to very large :reactors and highe:r discharge bu:rnups, the 

problems of fuel management change considerably. This is .l~rgely a result of the 

loose coupling in. large, low leakage co:res. The loose coupling causes the power 

distribution to be very sel!l\sitive to local reactivity effects. Consequently, 

reactivity distributions wf..ich result in good power distributions in smaller cores 

may no longer be acceptable as the core size is i.ncreased. The problem3 are 

accentuated as burnup is increased si.nce a large reactivity diiference exists 

10 
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between· the fresh and burned fuel; t:Q.is tends to decrease .the coupling between 

core regions. 

To .ill~strate this point, consider a .3 region, 3 cycle out-in loading. The 

core is divided into 3 concentric regions of equal area; the new fuel is always 

placed in the outermost region; after one cycle, it is shifted to the intermediate 

region and after two cycles to the central region, from which it is finally 

discharged for reprocessing. This cycling.method results in good core perform

ance in small and intermediate sized reactors .. A radial power distribution in a 

260 MWe reactor havi.ng a discharge bmrnup of approximately 15,000 MWD/MTU 

is shown in Figure 2. The indicated ratio of maximum to average radial power 

density is 1. 3. This does not include local peaking around water slots nor the 

effects of any control rods. which may be inserted. This good power distribution 

should be compared with the power distribution of a 1000 MWe reactor when the 

same out-in cycle is used with a discharge burn..u.p of 24, 000 MWD/MTU. In this 

case, the radial max/avg power density is approximately 2. 0, as indicated in 

Figure 3. Most of the power is being produced in the outer region containing 

fresh fuel. Very little power is produced in the c:ent.r?.l region ~.vhicr. ·contains the 

most highly burned fuel. This ]ndicates the nuclear coupling between the fresh 

and burned fuel is quite weak; the fresh fuel is not effectively "driving" the region 

of burned fueL Because of these effects, the burnup attainable for a given feed 

en;richment is relatively low in the 1000 MWe PWR with oi!Ji.t-in cycling. 

One "figure of merit" which is helpful in evaluating various cycling 

techniques is the ratio of average discharge burnup in a cycled core to the average 

discharge burnup in a uniform batch core wah the same feed enrichment. This 

cycling burnup factor (designated CBUF) proyides a measure of. the burnup gain 

due to judicious fuel element arrangement and cycling procedures. :n:n.the 1000 

. MWe PWR with ou,t-in 3 region cycling the CBUF is only 1. 34 compared to 

approximately 1. 5 in the smaller 260 MWe PWR with out-::in 3 region cycling. In 

.. other words, the burm.1.p gain du.e to cycling 1.s only 2/3 as great in.the 1000 MWe 

PWR as in the smaller reactor. Thus in very large cores with high burnups, the 

out-in 3 region cycle is U.."'1acceptable from the standpoint of both power distribu

tion and low burnup . 

11 
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The burnup can be improved by using a larger number of cycles. For 

· example, with 5 region out-in cycling the CBUF is increased to 1. 44. However, 

the power distribution, shovm in Figure 4, is nearly·as poor as the 3 region out-in 

cycle. This adverse power distribution, along with the additional refueling·time 

with 5 cycles, makes this method of fuel management undesirable in the very 

large reactor . 

.In the.1000 MWe PWR,. a core diameter is equivalent to approximately 

50 neutron migration lengths. ·Neutrons born in one part of the core have a very 

small probability of reaching a distant point in. the core. This explains the poor 

power distribution with out-in cycling; there is little chance that neutrons born in 

the outermost region of fresh fuel will reach the central region of burned fuel. 

Th:erefore •. it is necessary to consider cycling techniques which result in better 

coupling between the fresh.and burned fuel. 

One method of improving the coupling is to place the region of fresh fuel 

adjacent to the region of most highly burned fuel. A 3 region core was stu.died 

in which fresh fuel was placed in the intermediate region, then shifted to the 

outer region and finally to. the central region. This technique improves the 

coupling compared to the out-in cycle. as indicated by the increase in. the CBUF 

to 1. 43. However. the power distribution, shown in Figure 5, is even worse 

with a radi~l max/avg power density of 2. 3. The power peak is higher in this 

case due to the placement of the fresh.fuel nearer the center of the core where the 

neutron importance is higher. From the results of th~se cases, it can be 

. concluded that !uel cycling of concentric regions is not practical in very large 

. reactors. because a severe power peak tends to occu~ in the region of fresh.fuel 

rega:rcilBss of .where that region is loGa.t~d. 

This leads to the consideration of refueling methods in which the fresh 

.fuel is subdivided rather than placed in a single region. One arrangement is.to 

distribute the fresh elements uniformly throughout the core. This arrangement 

.. is referred to as "Roundelay Multi -Batch Refueling". H is similar to .w~t ... 
others have called "scatter" loading or "salt and pepper" loading. The fuel 

elements remain in their original locations until they are discharged for 
·' 

reprocessing. The method is illustrated in Figure 6 which shows one possible 

core layout for the 1000 .MWe PWR. During one refueling period, all # 1 elements 

·14 
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would be replaced by fresh fuel. The # 2 and # 3 elements would remain in their 

respective locations. At the next refueling the# 2 elements would be replaced; 

then the# 3 elements, etc. Since the power density tends to be higher near the 

center of the core than at the outside, the average accumulated burnup of the 

elements near the center of the core is higher than for elements near the 

periphery. This non-un~form burnup distribution has a definite flattening effect 

on ihe gross power distribution. Superimposed on the gross power distribution 

. is a "ripple" which.is due to mixing the fresh and burned fuel throughout the core; 

the fresh. elements always operate at higher power densities than adjacent 

elements which have accumulated significant burnup. The severity of the ripple 

is a function of burnup and fuel element size .. With high burnup and large fuel 

assemblies, the ripple is quite important in determining the max/avg power 

density. Figure 7 shows a power scan based on a two dimensional diffusion 

theory calculation in the 1000 MWe PWR core with 8. 5 inch .fuel assemblies and a 

.discharge burnup of 24, 000 MWD/MTU. The power scan is taken through the 

point of maximum power generation. Each ripple peak occurs in a fresh. fuel 

element; between. the peaks are elements with one and two previous cycles of 

exposure. Figure 8 shows a similar power, distribution if the fuel assembly size 

is reduced to 5. 3 inches. The ripple is· stdl quite evident, although not as severe 

as in the larger assembly. Consequently, one method .of improving the power 

distribution with Roundelay Multi..:.Batch refueling is to use smaller fuel 

·assemblies. However, this requires a larger number of assemblies with the 

inherent disadvantages of increased handling and refueling time, increased 

fabrication cost, and additional parasitic core material if every element is 

canned. It. is worthwl).ile, therefore, to consider modifications in the Roundelay 

refueling technique wllich might result in acceptable performance with the larger 

fuel assemblies. 

The Roundelay 3-Batch loading results in a cycling burnup factor of 1. 51; this 

is 13% higher"than. :the 3 region out-in cycle and even higher than the 5 region 

. out-in cycle. This high cycling burnup factor is important in reducing fuel costs; 

. it is highly desirable that modifications to the Roundelay cycling procedure retain 

the advantage of good burnup. 

With the objectives in mind of improving the Roundelay power distribution, 

retaining the Roundelay burnup advantage, and using the large fuel assemblies, 
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several modified Roundelay fuel cycles were studied. 

In one case it was assumed the cor.e was divided into two regions, with·_the 

inner region containing approximately 55% of the fuel assemblies. The core is 

fueled in a Roundelay pattern, but with two different enrichments. Assemblies 

in. the inner core region are always replaced by fresh assemblies of the lower 

. enrichment, while the assemblies in the outer region are replaced by the higher 

enrichment. This tends to flatten the gross power distribution, as indicated in 

· Figure 9. The max/avg radial power density ratio is approximately L 84 and the 

CBUF is 1. 48. 

Another interesting case. w];lich was considered makes use of burnable 

poison .. Here, a single feed enrichment is used throughout the core in a 

Rm.mdelay pattern. However, the fuel assemblies placed toward_ the center of 

.the core contain a burnable poison _(assumed to be unshielded boron) while the 

assemblies toward the outside contain no poison. This tends. to flatten the gross 

power distribution and also reduces. the ripple since the burnable poison is most 

effective in the first cycle, and is largely burned out thereafter. A typical power 

distribution based on a two dimensional calculation for an. equilibrium cycle is 

shown in Figure 10. The ma.X/avg. radial power density ratio is approximately 

1. 72 and the CBUF is 1. 51. An _int~resting aspect of this· fuel management 

technique is thf!.t essentially no penalty in burnup is paid for the use of burnable 

poison and the consequent improvement in power distribution. This is due to the 

improved burrmp distribution w:P.J.ch.is a result of the burnable po:\son. 

Based on the preceding studi.es, it is apparent that special fuel mRmage

ment techniques are required to obtain satisfactory performance. in very large 

reactors operating to a _high discharge burnup. Cycling procedures. which are 

adequate in small ~d intermediate size reactors with. lower burnup cannot 

necessarily be extrapolated. to very large reactors with high bu.rnup.' However, 

sufficient design flexibility exists so that a satisfactory fuel management program 
I 

can be determined for very large pressurized water reactors. 

SUMMARY 

In summary, it is evident from the foregoing dicsussion that a list of fuel 

management principles, applicable t? all reactors, cannot be made. It is unlikely 

Hence, J . that a,ny two reactors would be built under exactly the same ground rules. 

21 
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each reactor must be given individual consideration and the fuel management 

progr~m must be tailored to its ground rules. We have attempted to point out the 

main factors which must be considered in any fuel management program and have 

used the 1000 MWe PWR to illustrate the approach to solving several typical 

problems • 
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